TELUS Secure IP Anywhere

Today’s business issues.

Enabling your employees to work wirelessly can result in numerous productivity benefits. However, sending business-critical information over the public internet risks both your peace of mind and potentially the integrity of your network and data. Internet security breaches can result not only in expensive data and financial loss, but can also cost your company the trust and reputation on which you depend to be successful.

In addition to dealing with security concerns, today’s mobile workers are faced with lingering connectivity and productivity challenges caused by wireless coverage gaps and the stop-and-start nature of using VPNs and applications on the go.

Now there’s finally a way to enjoy the business benefits of mobility and improve your mobile workers’ productivity all the while minimizing the security concerns and risks inherent to connecting through the public internet.

TELUS Secure IP Anywhere

TELUS’ Secure IP Anywhere solution is specifically designed to lock your workers’ mobile device into your secured corporate network by creating a secured private connection from the wireless device all the way up to your fixed wireline network. This connection acts as a wireless extension of your MPLS-based local area network (LAN) and is a secure and flexible alternative to sending data over the public internet.

TELUS Secure IP Anywhere with Mobile VPN Plus.

Improved mobile productivity backed by increased security.

Combining TELUS Secure IP Anywhere with TELUS Mobile VPN Plus creates the ultimate in secure and seamless wireline-to-wireless mobile workforce connectivity. TELUS Mobile VPN Plus is a solution engineered specifically to deal with the unique challenges associated with mobile worker computing, such as wireless-application persistence (avoiding dropped application sessions due to network coverage gaps and network switching) and the central management of field wireless devices. Using Mobile VPN Plus your workers can seamlessly switch from a wired network to the TELUS wireless network, travel in and out of coverage areas and enjoy improved wireless performance – all without ever needing to disconnect from your online servers and applications.
TELUS Secure IP Anywhere

This combined solution allows you to exercise a high degree of management and control over your field wireless devices -- similar to that over your own internal devices and networks – and ensures that mobile device IP addressing assigned by your corporate network is maintained without the use of complicated network address translations. With Secure IP Anywhere the rapid deployment of additional value-added IP services including intranets, enterprise DNS and future applications can be easily facilitated without any modifications.

TELUS Secure IP Anywhere and Mobile VPN Plus deliver all of these benefits while also giving you the added peace of mind of knowing that you’re backed by TELUS Premium Services & Support; a 24/7 dedicated team of tech professionals to handle end-to-end technical service issues and needs.

The TELUS Secure IP Anywhere solution is ideal for:

Government
An easy and scalable way to extend and secure consistent corporate security policies to all mobile devices within government entities to help reduce, prevent and contain the risk of potential security breaches. Secure IP Anywhere is quick and easy to deploy to all levels and departments within government who connect wirelessly, e.g., Transportation, Public Works, etc.

Financial services
Companies can use Secure IP Anywhere to wirelessly communicate with their corporate networks and make transactions while at the client’s location with utmost confidence in the security of data transmission. This can reduce the amount of costly travel back and forth to the office.

Resource sector
Use TELUS Secure IP Anywhere service and Mobile VPN Plus to exchange geomatics or run mapping applications with other mobile users and remote offices over a session-persistent private wireless connection.

Public safety sector
Securely and easily access records-management data, surveillance cameras, view maps and access fire pre-plan drawings remotely and securely from any vehicle while at the scene of the emergency.

Health care and education
Mobile workers can now collaborate remotely through videoconferencing, telehealth applications and library functions while away from the office.
Mobile workers now run applications such as CRM, inventory management and invoicing anywhere there is TELUS cellular coverage. Unleash the wireless potential of your company’s network.